
THE JET CARD



FOR THE LOVE 
OF FLIGHT



Private Jet Services was built on a passion for flying. As a leader in the 

private aviation industry for 15 years, our clients are those whose travel 

is truly “mission critical.” Global clientele includes government agencies, 

professional and collegiate sport teams, multinational corporations, as well 

as some of the world’s most recognizable entrepreneurs, entertainers, and 

ultra high net worth individuals.

PJS benefits from being  a privately held company. Unlike most aviation 

companies, Private Jet Services is not held in a private equity fund which 

often demands profits at the detriment of service. PJS has been profitable 

and debt-free since inception, and consistently ranked on the Inc. 5000 list 

with 136% growth over the past three years.

PJS exists to solve air travel logistics with dedication and 

passion. Our mission is to consistently deliver aviation services that enable 

our clients to focus on what matters most.

OUR COMPANY





THE PJS JET CARD
RESPONSIVE PRIVATE AVIATION THAT 

CONNECTS YOUR WORLD

The PJS Jet Card provides the most flexibility in the 

industry with transparent, fixed hourly rates. Accounts are 

debited strictly for flight time only - no membership fees, 

no positioning fees, no hidden costs. Jet Card Members 

receive 365 day support with guaranteed access to 

aircraft in just 10 hours advanced notice. 

We understand private aviation is a tool to save time 

and reduce the stress of travel. Whether you have a 

demanding corporate schedule or are heading to your 

favorite vacation spot, our team strives to make travel 

plans simple and enjoyable. 

Each member of the Private Jet Services Team is 

committed to delivering superior performance measured 

through service, value and responsiveness. We believe 

in proactive and complete communication, thereby 

allowing our clients to render fully informed decisions 

about their travel in a timely manner.

By implementing secure, convenient and expeditious 

logistics, we invest ourselves in every detail of our 

guests’ experiences from the initial request until the 

journey is safely completed. The PJS program is designed 

to provide each and every client with a positive aviation 

experience. Our charge is to ensure every facet of your 

travel is executed with intuitive attention and the high 

standards accrued over decades of application.

Backed by the largest assemblage of veteran aviation 

experts in the industry, The PJS Jet Card is the most 

intelligent way to fly privately.
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 PJS CARDHOLDER BENEFITS

FLEXIBLE PRODUCT OFFERINGS

The PJS Jet Card provides you with the most flexibility and 

value within the industry. Priced competitively, PJS offers 

significant savings when compared to fractional programs, 

and other national jet card programs. 

• HOURS - Jet cards are tailored to increments of your choice,

starting with a minimum of 25 hours

• AIRCRAFT SIZE - PJS offers Light, Mid, Super-Mid,

and Heavy cards

• AGE DIFFERENTIATION - PJS provides two price categories

based on age of aircraft:

MEMBERS ENJOY

• 365-day guaranteed access, no blackout dates

• 10-hour booking window

• 24 X 7 Operations Center Support

• Global availability

• Transparent pricing, all-inclusive of tax and fuel

• 12-month rate lock

• No additional fees, no membership fees,

no management fees

• Funds never expire

• Ability to upgrade/downgrade for specific travel needs

with guaranteed access to Light, Mid, Super-Mid and

Heavy aircraft

• ELITE - Aircraft guarenteed to be

manufactured in the year 2000 or after,

with an average age of just 6 years

• PRIORITY - Aircraft are held to the same

exact safety standards as Elite, but were

manufactured prior to 2000
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STRICT PILOT  

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS

PJS considers pilot experience requirements to be an 

essential safety tool. NTSB research has shown that 

accident rates decrease by nearly 50% once a pilot obtains 

100 hours and continues to decrease thereafter.

PJS will not engage pilots that do not meet our own strict 

experience requirements.

INDEPENDENT  

SAFETY EXPERTISE

PJS maintains the advantage of acting independently. 

Instead of being beholden to a closed fleet of aircraft, we 

can select only the airlines, aircraft and pilots that meet 

our stringent qualifications and retention criteria for safety 

and service. Our fleet network design allows us to mandate 

far higher quality standards for crew experience, aircraft 

age, and operator performance, as well as leveraging bulk 

purchasing advantages across a wide inventory of aircraft.



PROFESSIONALISM

Only a select group of airlines meet PJS’ strict standards 

which include data-driven, non-negotiable markers for clean 

operating history, aircraft age, liability insurance levels and 

reliability. Supplier eligibility to fly for PJS is determined by 

our dedicated safety team through a comprehensive, step-

by-step qualification process, field inspections, interviews, 

references, and FOIA background checks that include both 

operating and maintenance records.

All aircraft and pilots are pre-vetted using PJS’ rigorous 

requirements with real-time data backed by third party 

reporting. Relentless analaysis and tracking allows PJS to 

anticipate and avoid potential risks. PJS approved vendors 

and their senior management are required to maintain positive 

compliance and business positions, free from criminal or civil 

legal actions and IRS violations.

PJS’s perpetual vetting system ensures approved vendors 

constantly meet our standards of exceptional service. Every 

Jet Card Flight is also covered by PJS’s additional liability 

insurance of $500,000,000 per occurrence.

THOROUGH  

VENDOR VETTING

In our experience, exceptional vendors welcome 

the opportunity to demonstrate their strengths and 

their commitment to their strong safety culture. 

Quantitative documentation, in combination with 

qualitative factors such as service levels and attitude, 

is crucial to PJS. Indicators gathered first-hand 

during field visits and interviews, along with service 

and compliance performance tracking, determines 

whether a particular vendor qualifies as PJS Certified.

The comprehensive, step-by-step approval process 

for all PJS Certified vendors, their aircraft and their 

pilots, is independently re-confirmed prior to each 

and every flight.
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ELITE AIRCRAFT

LIGHT ELITE

SUPER-MID ELITE HEAVY ELITE

MID ELITE

Citation Encore+

CJ 2/3/4

Hawker 400XP

Learjet 40/45/75

Phenom 300

Premier 1

Citation XLS/XLS+

Citation Latitude

Gulfstream G150

Challenger 300/350

Citation Sovereign

Citation X

Falcon 50EX

Gulfstream G200

Hawker 4000

Gulfstream 450/550

Gulfstream 650

Gulfstream IV-SP/V

Legacy 600/650

Hawker 800XP/900XP

Learjet 60

Learjet 75

Challenger 604/605/650

Falcon 2000 series

Falcon 900 series

Falcon 7X

Global XRS/5000/6000



PRIORITY AIRCRAFT

LIGHT PRIORITY

SUPER-MID PRIORITY HEAVY PRIORITY

MID PRIORITY

Beechjet 400

Citation Bravo

Citation Encore

CJ1

Citation Ultra

Citation V

Learjet 35

Phenom 100

Citation Excel

Citation III/VII

Hawker 700

Hawker 800

Citation X

Falcon 50 series

Challenger 300

Gulfstream G200

Hawker 1000

Challenger 601/604

Falcon 2000 series

Falcon 900 series

Global Express

Gulfstream IV Series

Gulfstream V Series

Legacy 600

Falcon 20

Learjet 55

Learjet 60
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Who flies PJS?

Our clients in the music & 
entertainment industry have won:

Our sports team clients are 
champions in their respective 
disciplines - These teams have won:

American Music Awards

Billboard Music Awards

Grammy Awards

Country Music Awards

Golden Globes Awards

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Inductees

MTV VMAs

Stanley Cup Championships

World Series Championships

NCAA Baseball Championships

NCAA Basketball Championships

NCAA Hockey Championships

NCAA Football Championships

MLS Cup Championships

44 13
54 10
113 3

6 8
3 18
5 8

55 8

Private Jet Services has a vast client base 
that stretches throughout the sports, 
entertainment, corporate and government 
industries. Since its foundation in 2003, 
PJS has supported recording artists such 
as The Rolling Stones, Maroon 5, Beyonce, 

Guns N’ Roses and Fleetwood Mac, along 
with multiple professional and collegiate 
athletic teams. Together, our clients have 
won an impressive number of awards and 
trophies, demonstrating that only the 
best fly with PJS.
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ON-DEMAND GROUP CHARTER

PJS consistently delivers customized aviation solutions, 

regardless of the size of the group or the purpose of the 

flight. Engaging PJS for Corporate Flight Services allows our 

clients to focus on what happens on-site, rather than how 

to get there. By facilitating crew rotations within a single 

calendar day and with the ability to visit territories where  

commercial lift is extremely limited or unavailable, your business 

will benefit from fewer overnight stays, fewer driving hours, and 

lower direct air transportation costs, coupled with increased 

employee productivity and comfort. PJS provides compelling 

CORPORATE SHUTTLE

PJS specializes in executive and regional jet services for mission-

critical projects that require a superior level of sophistication, 

service and quality. Whether projects require daily coordination of 

hundreds of employees from multiple points-of-origin, or a single 

movement of a high-value team, we find ways to make each trip a 

success.

ADDITIONAL PJS CAPABILITIES

INCENTIVE TRAVEL

PJS expertly coordinates group charter flights on VIP and 

coach configured airliners, resulting in superior planning 

and execution of movements of all sizes. Guests benefit by 

extending their experience to include the travel days. Enjoy 

more time at the resort and less time in congested airport 

terminals by boarding and disembarking through private 

aviation terminals (FBOs). Check-in time is typically just 1 

hour prior to departure. PJS consultants make the journey 

a memorable part of the event with thoughtfully planned 

themes for in flight catering and entertainment. PJS ensures 

every event starts and ends on the highest note, leaving 

guests with a long lasting, positive impression.

AVIATION CONSULTANCY

The global aviation marketplace is filled with various options 

and solutions. Private Jet Services offers a unique consultancy 

approach, leveraging over fifteen years of experience, to chart 

individualized solutions for each client. Determining the metrics 

that are most meaningful to each organization for ensuring 

quality fulfilment, while identifying opportunities in the market 

to challenge suppliers and aggregate purchasing power, helps 

maximize the full value of proper travel planning. 

The PJS method consistently delivers choice, value and peace of 

mind for a wide range of scenarios.



2019 JET CARD PRICING
ALL I  NCLUSIVE OF FUEL  ,  TAXES & FEES

ELITE PRIORITY

$13,005 $11,050
HEAVY

$9,700 $8,995
SUPER-MID

MID
$7,355 $6,650

$5,490 $4,890
LIGHT



pjsgroup.com
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PURPOSE BUILT,  

MISSION SPECIFIC.




